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Quality Component 

 
This is the Quality Component addendum. This addendum describes the pop-up window 
tabs, fields, and ranges of valid parameters for entry in those fields. 

NOTE 
The documentation and/or manuals provided by the IEDs vendors must be read and 

understood thoroughly prior to configuration. 

Revision Description Date 

A Release to Production February 2004 

B Formatting Update April 2012 

C Formatting Update February 2016 

 

About this Addendum 
Use of this addendum should be for reference purposes only; all parameters to be entered 
should be carefully planned prior to any configuration attempts.   

NOTE 
Some parameters may vary from the displays in the illustrations that follow. This is because 

the “Template.mdb” file currently used by your system may be different. 

 

Introduction 
The Quality Component is used in certain situations where analog data points are being 
received from a remote device (or through a local 6AIP panel), and where the remote device 
does not support marking these points as “failed”.  Criteria are used to determine whether the 
values being received are accurate, and if their value is questionable, they are marked as 
failed (when reported by the associated 6CPP6 Server). 

There are two criteria that can be used to determine whether the analog values are accurate: 

1. The state of a particular Status Input in the system; 

2. The absence of changes in the data received on a particular Analog Input. 

Either or both of these criteria can be used; if either criterion is met, the points will be 
determined failed.  The Quality component can be used to affect the analog point reporting 
for up to 4 servers.   

All analog points in the server are failed if the Quality component determines that a failure 
condition exists. 
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Configuration Parameters 
To add Quality component, first add the Quality component by selecting New | Add 
Component.   

To configure Quality, select Components | Components.  The screen below appears: 

 

   

Field 
Name 

 
Description 

Valid 
Entries 

Default 
Values 

SvrSerialNo 
1 -4 

These 4 fields specify which servers will be 
affected by the Quality component.  Select the 
appropriate servers, one for each field.  Leave 
unused server fields set to ‘Free’.  

Picklist Free 

StatusPoint This is the point number of a Status Input to be 
used for Quality checking.  If 0, no status point 
checking is done.  If greater than 0, this is the 
Status point number used to for Quality checking.  
Note that this point is the Server Point ordering, 
and if used for more than one server, this status 
point must be identically mapped for each server.  

Depend
s on 

Server 

0 

StatusState This field indicates that state of the status input 
that denotes failure of the analog inputs.  Either a 
‘0’ or a’1’ state can be selected.  As long as the 
status input (selected above is in this state, 
analog points will be failed. 

0, 1 1 

AnalogPtNo This is the point number of an analog input to be 
used for Quality Checking.  Set this to zero to 
disable. 

Depend
s on 

Server 

0 

AnalogDB This is the deadband, or upset threshold, to be 0 - 16 
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Field 
Name 

 
Description 

Valid 
Entries 

Default 
Values 

used for Quality Checking. 32767 

Analog 
Debounce 

This is a time window (in seconds) for analog 
based Quality checking. 

0 - 
65535 

1200 

 

Analog point based quality checking is done as follows: 

In many systems, there is at least one analog value which is known to be constantly 
changing, even if only slightly.  This might be, for example, the current on a particular feeder 
or phase, or any other appropriate input.  Therefore, if this value stops changing for a long 
period of time, it can be inferred that the actual source of the data is not operating correctly, 
and therefore this data point (as well as all other analog inputs) should be considered 
suspect. 

In order for the points NOT to be failed, the particular analog point must change by more than 
the Deadband value, within the Debounce time.  The amount of change needed is specified 
by the AnalogDB field, in raw ‘ticks’. 

NOTE: This value is based on 16-bit analog scaling; that is, the analog values has an 
input range of +/- 32767.  If the server is reporting 12bit analogs, multiply the amount 

of change needed (as seen at the Master Station) by a factor of 16. 

 

 

 

 

 


